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DESY-11-105Measurement of CP asymmetriesin neutralino prodution at the ILCO. Kittela;1, G. Moortgat-Pikb;;2, K. Rolbieki;3, P. Shade;d;4,M. Terwort;5a Departamento de F��sia Te�oria y del Cosmos and CAFPE,Universidad de Granada, E-18071 Granada, Spainb University of Hamburg, Luruper Chaussee 149, D-22761 Hamburg, Germany DESY, Notkestrasse 85, D-22607 Hamburg, Germanyd CERN, CH-1211 Geneve 23, SwitzerlandAbstratWe study the prospets to measure the CP-sensitive triple-produt asym-metries in neutralino prodution e+ e� ! ~�0i ~�01 and subsequent leptoni two-body deays ~�0i ! ~̀R `, ~̀R ! ~�01 `, for ` = e; �, within the Minimal Su-persymmetri Standard Model. We inlude a full detetor simulation of theInternational Large Detetor for the International Linear Collider. The simu-lation was performed at a enter-of-mass energy of ps = 500 GeV, inludingthe relevant Standard Model bakground proesses, a realisti beam energyspetrum, beam bakgrounds and a beam polarization of 80% and �60% forthe eletron and positron beams, respetively. In order to e�etively disentan-gle di�erent signal samples and redue SM and SUSY bakgrounds we applya method of kinemati reonstrution. Assuming an integrated luminosityof 500 fb�1 olleted by the experiment and the performane of the urrentILD detetor, we arrive at a relative measurement auray of 10% for theCP-sensitive asymmetry in our senario. We demonstrate that our methodof signal seletion using kinemati reonstrution an be applied to a broadlass of senarios and it allows disentangling proesses with similar kinematiproperties.
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1 IntrodutionSupersymmetry (SUSY) [1, 2℄ is one of the best motivated andidates for physisbeyond the Standard Model (SM). Besides providing a uni�ation of the strong andeletroweak gauge ouplings and a suitable old dark matter andidate, the lighteststable SUSY partile, SUSY ould o�er new soures of CP violation [3{6℄. In theMinimal Supersymmetri Standard Model (MSSM), the omplex parameters areonventionally hosen to be the Higgsino mass parameter �, the U(1) and SU(3)gaugino mass parameters M1 and M3, respetively, and the trilinear salar ouplingparameters Af of the third generation sfermions (f = b; t; �),� = j�jei��; M1 = jM1jei�1; M3 = jM3jei�3 ; Af = jAf jei�Af : (1)The sizes of these phases are onstrained by experimental bounds from the eletridipole moments (EDMs). Suh experimental limits generally restrit the CP phasesto be small, in partiular the phase �� [7℄. However, the extent to whih the EDMsan onstrain the SUSY phases depends strongly on the onsidered model and itsparameters [7{13℄.Due to anellations among di�erent ontributions to the EDMs, large CP phasesan give CP-violating signals at olliders, as shown for example in Ref. [13℄. It isimportant to searh for these signals, sine the anellations ould be a onsequeneof an unknown underlying struture that orrelates the phases. In addition, theexisting EDM bounds ould also be ful�lled by inluding lepton avor violatingouplings in the slepton setor [9℄.Thus, diret measurements of SUSY CP-sensitive observables are neessary todetermine or onstrain the phases independently of EDMmeasurements. The phasesan hange SUSY partile masses, their ross setions, branhing ratios [14{18℄, andlongitudinal polarizations of �nal fermions [19℄. Although suh CP-even observablesan be very sensitive to the CP phases, CP-odd (T-odd) observables have to bemeasured for a diret evidene of CP violation.CP asymmetries in partile deay hains an be de�ned with triple produts of�nal partile momenta [20, 21℄. Due to spin orrelations, suh asymmetries showunique hints for CP phases already at tree level. Thus, triple produt asymme-tries have been proposed in many theoretial papers. For the Large Hadron Col-lider (LHC), triple produt asymmetries have been studied for the deays of neu-tralinos [22{24℄, stops [13, 25{27℄, sbottoms [28, 29℄, and staus [30℄. In a MonteCarlo (MC) analysis for stop deays [26, 27℄, it ould be shown that the deayhain an be reonstruted and asymmetries be measured at a 3� level for luminosi-ties of the order of 300 fb�1. At the International Linear Collider (ILC) [31{34℄ alearer identi�ation and a more preise measurement is expeted to be ahievable.However, in this ontext only theoretially-based papers exist: for instane, neu-tralino prodution with two- [22, 35{42℄ and three-body deays [43{47℄, harginoswith two- [48{53℄ and three-body deays [54, 55℄, also with transversely polarizedbeams [56{61℄, have been studied. 2
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1Figure 1: Shemati piture of neutralino prodution and deay.Therefore, we present in this paper the �rst experimentally-oriented analysiswith regard to the observation of CP asymmetries on the basis of a full detetorsimulation. To show the feasibility of a measurement of triple produt asymmetries,we fous on neutralino prodution [35, 39℄e+ + e� ! ~�0i + ~�01 (2)with longitudinally polarized beams and the subsequent leptoni two-body deay ofone of the neutralinos into the near lepton~�0i ! ~̀R + `N ; (3)and that of the slepton into a far lepton~̀R ! ~�01 + `F ; ` = e; �: (4)Fig. 1 shows a shemati piture of neutralino prodution and its deay hain. TheCP-sensitive spin orrelations of the neutralino in its prodution proess allow us toprobe the phase of the Higgsino mass parameter �, and the gaugino parameter M1.In order to e�etively disentangle di�erent signal samples and redue SM andSUSY bakgrounds we apply a method of kinemati reonstrution. A similar ap-proah has been studied suessfully for the LHC [27℄. The kinemati reonstrutionwas also onsidered to study seletron and neutralino properties at the ILC [62{64℄.Here, we demonstrate that it an be used as an e�etive signal seletion method,greatly improving the sensitivity to the e�ets of CP violation. In partiular, om-pared to the previous studies of proess (2), Ref. [39℄, we are able to suppress sleptonand WW ontamination to O(10%) level.To investigate in detail the prospet of measuring CP-sensitive observables atthe ILC we perform a full detetor simulation of the International Large Dete-tor (ILD) onept. We inlude all relevant SM and SUSY bakground proessesin our study, simulated with a realisti beam energy spetrum (beamstrahlungand initial state radiation (ISR)), beam bakgrounds and a beam polarization of3



(Pe�; Pe+) = (0:8;�0:6), whih enhanes the ross setion of our signal and the sizeof the asymmetry. We apply the method of kinemati reonstrution to a preseletedsample of signal event andidates in order to eÆiently rejet any bakground andto disentangle the deays of ~�02 from ~�03. We determine the CP asymmetries withthe seleted signal events and study the sensitivity to determine the values of theCP phases via a �t.The paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2 we introdue the theoretial frame-work for the used CP-sensitive observable and we apply it for the studied proess inthe hosen benhmark senario. Setion 3 disusses the kinemati aspets of signalversus bakground seletion. Setion 4 treats the full detetor simulation. Finallyin Se. 5 the SUSY parameters inluding the CP phases are derived via a �t of theCP-odd asymmetries together with masses and ross setions. Appendix A providesdetails for the reonstrution of W and ~̀ prodution and App. B reapitulates theneutralino mixing and its parameters.2 Theoretial framework2.1 CP-odd observablesCP-violating observables in ollider-based experiments are based on the invarianeunder CPTN, where C is harge onjugation, P stands for parity transformation andT for time reversal. The index N denotes 'naive' time reversal, i.e. time reversalbut without interhanging initial with �nal states and therefore an be tested inollider-based experiments. At tree level of perturbation theory, observables oddunder TN transformations are also odd under the 'true' time reversal T.Therefore, it is useful to ategorize CP-violating observables in two lasses [65℄:those that are even under TN and those that are odd under TN operation. Underthe absene of �nal state interations (FSI), CPTN-even operators relate TN-oddsymmetries uniquely with CP-odd transformations [20℄. Contrary, CPTN-odd op-erators (i.e. CP-odd but TN-even) an have nonzero expetation values only if FSIare present that give a non-trivial phase (absorptive phase) to the amplitude. Suha phase an arise for instane in loop diagrams.Examples for TN-odd observables are triple produts that arise from the terms�[p1; p2; p3; p4℄, where pi are 4-vetors representing spins or momenta and � is theantisymmetri Levi-Civita tensor. Consequently, suh TN-odd signals an only beobserved in proesses where at least four independent momenta (or their spin ori-entations) are involved. The �-tensor an then be expanded in a series of four tripleproduts �[p1; p2; p3; p4℄ = E1 p2 � (p3 � p4)� : : : that an be evaluated in a suitableand spei� kinematial system. The TN-odd asymmetries are then omposed bythe orresponding triple produts.2.2 Neutralino prodution and deay proessesNeutralinos are mixed states of the supersymmetri partners of the neutral gaugeand Higgs bosons and depend on the phases �1 and ��, see App. B. CP-violating4



e�ets in the neutralino prodution and deay arise at tree level and an lead toCP-sensitive asymmetries due to neutralino spin orrelations.In neutralino prodution e�ets from CP-violating phases an only our if twodi�erent neutralinos are produed, e+e� ! ~�0i ~�0j , i 6= j. Eah of the produedneutralinos has a polarization with a omponent normal to the prodution plane [44,66, 67℄. This polarization leads to asymmetries in the angular distributions of thedeay produts.In our proess the only TN-odd ontribution originates from the prodution pro-ess. It is proportional to �[pe+pe�s~�0i p~�0i ℄ leading to �[pe+pe�p`Np~̀R℄ due to spinorrelations aused by the mentioned neutralino polarization normal to the produ-tion plane. Applying momentum onservation p~̀R = p~�01 + p`F allows one to extratthe TN-odd triple produt of the beam and the �nal lepton momenta [35℄,T = (pe� � p`+N ) � p`�F � (pe�;p`+N ;p`�F ); (5)whih projets out the CP-sensitive parts. The orresponding TN-odd asymmetryis then A(T ) = �(T > 0)� �(T < 0)�(T > 0) + �(T < 0) ; (6)where � is the ross setion for neutralino prodution and deay, Eqs. (2)-(4). Note:in the ase of the 3-body neutralino deay, ~�0i ! `+`� ~�01, one also obtains TN-oddontributions originating only from the deay proess [26,47℄. Therefore further TN-odd asymmetries an be omposed that ontribute also in ase of same-neutralinopair prodution and an o�er tools for disentangling the di�erent phases. The CP-sensitive asymmetries, Eq. (6), depend on the harge of the leptons [13℄ and thefollowing relations are given:A(pe�;p`+N ;p`�F ) = �A(pe�;p`�N ;p`+F )= �A(pe�;p`�F ;p`+N )= +A(pe�;p`+F ;p`�N ); (7)negleting FSI ontributions. Note that a true CP-odd asymmetry, where also anabsorptive phase from FSI or �nite-width e�ets is automatially eliminated, an bede�ned as ACP = 12(A� �A); (8)where �A denotes the TN-odd asymmetry for the CP-onjugated proess [68℄. In ourase this leads to a separate measurement of asymmetries for a positive (`+N) andnegative (`�N) near lepton. If ACP 6= 0 holds than we observe a genuine CP-violatinge�et. Therefore, it is important to tag the harge of the near and far leptons inorder to establish CP violation in the proess (2)-(4).
5
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-10 (b)Figure 2: Dependene of the asymmetry A, Eq. (6), (a) on the phase �1 (with�� = 0), (b) the phase �� (with �1 = 0), for neutralino prodution e+e� ! ~�01 ~�02(solid), and e+e� ! ~�01 ~�03 (dashed), and subsequent deay ~�0i ! ~̀R`N , ~̀R ! ~�01`F ,(for ` = e or �), at ps = 500 GeV and polarized beams (Pe�; Pe+) = (0:8;�0:6).The other MSSM parameters are given in Tab. 1. In the left panel, along the atline of the asymmetry (solid) the deay ~�02 ! ~̀R` is losed.
M2 jM1j j�j �1 �� tan� M ~E M~L300 GeV 150 GeV 165 GeV 0:2� 0 10 166 GeV 280 GeVTable 1: MSSM parameters of the benhmark senario at the eletroweak sale,see Se. 2.3.2.3 Benhmark senarioFor our full simulation study, we have hosen a benhmark senario with the relevantMSSM parameters given in Tab. 1. Sine the phase of the Higgsino mass parameteris strongly onstrained by EDM bounds, we have set it to zero. The value of thegaugino phase �1 = 0:2� approximately orresponds to the maximum of the CPasymmetries, see Fig. 2. The senario was hosen to have an enhaned neutralinomixing lose to a level-rossing of the neutralino states ~�02 and ~�03 for �1 = 0, and of~�01 and ~�02 for �1 = �, whih leads to large CP asymmetries.Further, we have assumed beam polarizations of (Pe�; Pe+) = (0:8;�0:6) enhan-ing slightly the SUSY ross setion and the asymmetries. At the same time, thishoie suppresses the bakground from WW -pair prodution, �(e+e� ! WW ) =0:7 pb (ompared with 7 pb for unpolarized beams), and also hargino pair produ-6



masses m~�01 = 117 GeV m~̀R = 166 GeVm~�02 = 169 GeV m~̀L = 280 GeVm~�03 = 181 GeV m~�1 = 165 GeVm~�04 = 330 GeV m~�2 = 280 GeVm~��1 = 146 GeV m~� = 268 GeVm~��2 = 330 GeV m~�� = 268 GeVross setions �(e+e� ! ~�01 ~�02) = 244 fb �(e+e� ! ~e+R~e�R) = 304 fb�(e+e� ! ~�01 ~�03) = 243 fb �(e+e� ! ~�+R~��R) = 97 fbbranhing ratios BR(~�02 ! ~̀R`) = 55% BR(~�02 ! ~�1�) = 45%BR(~�03 ! ~̀R`) = 64% BR(~�03 ! ~�1�) = 36%asymmetries A(T )~�01 ~�02 = �9:2% A(T )~�01 ~�03 = 7:7%Table 2: Masses, prodution ross setions, neutralino branhing ratios and asymme-tries, Eq. (6), for the benhmark senario, see Tab. 1, alulated using the formulaspresented in [42℄. The ILC ross setions are for ps = 500 GeV and polarized beams(Pe�; Pe+) = (0:8;�0:6). The branhing ratios are summed over ` = e; � and bothslepton harges.tion �(e+e� ! ~��i ~��j ) = 110 fb (410 fb, respetively). Thus, the senario is opti-mized to yield large asymmetries, large ross setions and sizable neutralino branh-ing ratios into eletrons and muons, as listed in Tab. 2. We have set A� = �250 GeVin the stau setor, whih has low impat on the neutralino branhing ratios. Alsowe have hosen the slepton masses suh that ~�02 is lose in mass with the slepton ~̀R.This leads to soft leptons from the deay ~�02 ! ~̀R`, as an be seen in Fig. 3, whihhas to be taken are of in the lepton identi�ation desribed in Se. 4.2.In general, our analysis is relevant for senarios with strong gaugino-higgsinomixing in the neutralino setor, usually leading to sizable asymmetries. In partiular,for j�j <� jM2j <� 300 GeV the asymmetries an reah several perent, the neutralinopair-prodution ross setions reah more than 50 fb, and the neutralino branhingratios into eletrons and muons are of the order of several 10%, see also Ref. [35℄for more details. In any ase, the seletron and smuon masses should ful�l m~�01 <m~̀R < m~�02 , so that at least one relevant deay hannel remains open. Dereasingthe seletron mass will result in larger asymmetries and prodution ross setions.
7
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(b)Figure 3: Energy distributions (eah normalized to 1) of the near lepton `N (solid),and the far lepton `F (dashed), from neutralino prodution e+e� ! ~�01 ~�0i for (a) i =2, and (b) i = 3, with subsequent deay ~�0i ! ~̀R`N , ~̀R ! ~�01`F , for the benhmarksenario as given in Tabs. 1 and 2.3 Kinemati seletion of signal and bakgroundIn order to measure the CP asymmetries, Eq. (6), we have to separate the signallepton pairs originating from ~�01 ~�02 and ~�01 ~�03 prodution, respetively. This is essen-tial, sine in our senario the orresponding CP asymmetries, A(~�01 ~�02) = �9:2% andA(~�01 ~�03) = 7:7%, have opposite sign. Large CP asymmetries naturally our whenthe neutralinos are mixed states of gauginos and Higgsinos, whih often implies thatthey are lose in mass. In addition we need an eÆient method for bakgroundseparation. The CP-even bakgrounds will redue the asymmetries, sine they on-tribute to the denominator, but anel out in the numerator of the asymmetries, seeEq. (6). Among the most severe SM and SUSY bakground proesses are W pairprodution and slepton pair prodution.Owing to a known enter-of-mass energy and a well-de�ned initial state one mayattempt to perform a full kinemati reonstrution of the events at the ILC. Unlikein the ase of the LHC [24,27℄, this is already possible with very short deay hains.Assuming that the masses of intermediate and invisible partiles are known fromother measurements, the full reonstrution an be performed even when only twopartiles are visible in the �nal state.In the following, we extend the method of Ref. [58℄ to reonstrut the pair ofsignal leptons from the neutralino deay, Eq. (2). We show that even for two neu-tralino states that are lose in mass, here ~�02 and ~�03, the �nal leptons an be orretly8



assigned to their mother partile. A similar proedure to identify and suppress bak-ground fromW and slepton pair prodution is desribed in App. A, see also Ref. [69℄.Finally, we disuss how well the kinemati seletion and reonstrution works at theMC level.3.1 Kinemati onstraints from neutralino produtionIn the enter-of-mass system of neutralino pair prodution the momenta and energiesare �xed [67℄ :E~�0i = s+m2~�0i �m2~�0j2ps ; E~�0j = s+m2~�0j �m2~�0i2ps ; jp~�0i;j j = � 12 (s;m2~�0i ; m2~�0j )2ps ; (9)with the beam energy E = ps=2, the neutralino masses m~�0i ; m~�0j , and �(x; y; z) =x2+y2+z2�2(xy+xz+yz). The neutralino prodution is followed by the two-bodydeay hain of one of the neutralinos ~�0i via a slepton,~�0i ! ~̀R + `N ! ~�01 + `F + `N ; ` = e; �: (10)In our signal proess, Eqs. (2)-(4), we have ~�0j = ~�01 and it esapes undeteted.In the following, we assume that the near and far leptons an be distinguishedvia their di�erent energy distributions.6 For our senario, the leptons from ~�01 ~�02prodution and deay have distint energy ranges, see Fig. 3(a). The leptons from~�01 ~�03 prodution and deay only have a small overlap in the energy window E` 2[18; 38℄ GeV, see Fig. 3(b). Events are disarded if both leptons happen to fall intothis energy range. We now hoose a oordinate system suh that the measuredmomenta are p`N = jp`N j (0; 0; 1); (11)p`F = jp`F j (sin �NF ; 0; os �NF ); �NF 2 [0; �℄; (12)where �NF is the angle between the near and the far leptons. In order to fullyreonstrut the event, the deay angles of the sleptons need to be resolvedp~̀ = jp~̀j (sin b osB; sin b sinB; os b); b 2 [0; �℄; B 2 [0; 2�℄: (13)The slepton momentum, p2~̀ = E2~̀�m2~̀, is already �xed due to energy onservation,E~̀ = E~�0i � E`N . Using also momentum onservation, p2~�0i = (p`N + p~̀)2; the polarangle, b = � (p`N ;p~̀), an be determinedos b = p2~�0i � p2̀N � p2~̀2jp`N jjp~̀j ; sin b = +p1� os2 b: (14)6This is not needed for the determination of the asymmetry, see Eq. (7), but will be exploitedfor the event seletion. 9



Using also momentum onservation in the slepton deay, p~̀ = p`F + p~�01 ; a similarrelation an be obtained for the azimuthal angleosB = 1sin b sin �NF  p2̀F + p2~̀� p2~�012jp`F jjp~̀j � os b os �NF! ; (15)and p2~�01 = E2~�01 �m2~�01 is obtained from energy onservation E~�01 = E~�0i �E`N �E`F .The kinemati variables os b and osB solely depend on the enter-of-mass energys, the lepton energies, E`N and E`F , the angle between the leptons, p`N � p`F , and�nally on the ontributing partile masses, m~�0i , m~�01 , and m~̀R . Thus, there onlyremains an ambiguity for sinB, sine for B 2 [0; 2�℄ we have sinB = �p1� os2B.This ambiguity in the azimuthal angle is irrelevant for the eÆieny of the eventseletion7.3.2 Method of kinemati event seletionFor a given lepton pair, we apply the following kinemati seletion method. The aimis to assign the orret origin of the lepton pair, whih an be signal, e+e� ! ~�0i ~�01,or bakground e+e� ! W+W�, ~̀+R ~̀�R. Thus, we have four systems of equations,one for eah possible prodution proess. For eah andidate event we employ thefollowing kinemati seletion:� We apply the reonstrution proedure from Se. 3.1, assuming ~�01 ~�02 and ~�01 ~�03prodution. Thus, we alulate os b and osB, Eqs. (14) and (15), withm~�0i = m~�02 (m~�0i = m~�03) for ~�01 ~�02 (~�01 ~�03) prodution.� We apply the reonstrution proedure from App. A, assumingWW and slep-ton pair prodution. Thus, we alulate two values of y2, Eq. (A.9).� The event solves the system of equations ifj os bj < 1 and j osBj < 1 ; (17)when neutralino prodution has been assumed, andy2 > 0 ; (18)when W/slepton prodution has been assumed.7 The ambiguity is related to the neutralino momentum, for whih we have two possible solutionsp~�0i = p`N + p~̀= 0� jp~̀j sin b osB�jp~̀j sin b sinBjp`N j+ jp~̀j os b 1A : (16)For this reason, the neutralino prodution plane annot be resolved in e+e� ! ~�0i ~�0j proessesfor j = 1. For j � 2, the deay of ~�0j ould be inluded in order to reonstrut the produtionplane [58℄. In that ase larger triple produt asymmetries an be studied, whih inlude theneutralino momentum itself [35℄. 10



system solved only~�01 ~�02 ~�01 ~�03 ~̀+R ~̀�R W+W�
trueproess

64 k ~�01 ~�02 41566 788 64 85674 k ~�01 ~�03 100 25513 369 873200 k ~̀+R ~̀�R 181 1801 43919 34008:8 k W+W� 0 13 37 6802purity 99% 91% 99% 57%eÆieny 65% 34% 22% 77%Table 3: The numbers of leptoni events from the pair prodution of neutralinos,sleptons andW bosons, with their identi�ation aording to the kinemati seletionproedure at the generator level, see Se. 3.2. The events are simulated for ourbenhmark senario, Tab. 1, with an integrated luminosity of L = 500 fb�1 andbeam polarization (Pe�; Pe+) = (0:8;�0:6) for ps = 500 GeV.� The event is aepted and labeled as oming from a given proess only if itsolves exatly one out of the four above mentioned systems of equations, i.e.it ful�lls ondition (17) for ~�01 ~�02 or ~�01 ~�03 prodution, or ondition (18) for Wor slepton prodution.In order to demonstrate the eÆieny of this proedure we perform a Monte Carlosimulation of ~�01 ~�02, ~�01 ~�03, W+W�, and ~̀+R ~̀�R prodution and their leptoni deays,using Whizard 1.96 [70℄. We use the MSSM parameters, Tab. 1, with an integratedluminosity of L = 500 fb�1, and a beam polarization of (Pe�; Pe+) = (0:8;�0:6) withrealisti beam spetra8. In Tab. 3 the results of the event seletion are summarized.Without any additional uts, the seletion method gives an exellent separationbetween the di�erent samples at the MC level. This method is still performing wellafter a full detetor simulation, as demonstrated in the following setion.The method an be suessfully applied also for di�erent partile mass spetra.In our benhmark senario, due to the small di�erene between ~̀R and ~�02 masses,a separation of the near and far leptons, and of the ~�02 and ~�03 signals was ratherstraightforward, see Fig. 3. However, senarios with di�erent m~�02 �m~̀R an turnout to be more demanding. In order to test the appliability of the kinematireonstrution, we onsider a senario withm~̀R = 146 GeV and the other parameterskept as in the benhmark point. It an be regarded as the worst ase senariosine the energies of leptons from neutralino ~�02, ~�03, and slepton deays are all in8We inlude ISR and beamstrahlung, whih slightly degrade the number of reonstruted eventseven if the orret proess is assumed for a given event. Additionally, these e�ets will inreasethe number of false solutions, leading to wrong assignments.11



the 10 to 80 GeV range. Therefore, in the kinemati reonstrution, one has totake into aount two possible assignments of the near and far leptons. This, inpriniple, ould result in a redution of the eÆieny. Nevertheless, in the aseof ~�01 ~�03 prodution the eÆieny is about 40%. It drops to 8% for ~�01 ~�02 pairs,sine they likely also solve the kinemati on-shell onditions for the ~�01 ~�03 produtionproess. The purity, however, remains at about 90%. In half of the ases, one analso orretly and unambiguously assign near and far leptons.4 Full detetor simulation studyThe next step of our analysis is passing the generated signal events and all relevantSM and SUSY bakground events through a full ILD simulation and event reon-strution. After disussing the preseletion uts for the leptoni event andidates,we apply the kinemati seletion as desribed in the previous setion.4.1 Detetor simulation and event reonstrutionFor the present study we have performed a full simulation of the ILD detetor de-signed for the ILC. A detailed desription of the detetor onept an be found inRef. [71℄. The ILD is a onept under study for a multipurpose partile detetorwith a forward-bakward symmetri ylindrial geometry. It is designed for an ex-ellent preision in momentum and energy measurements over a large solid angle.The traking system onsists of a multi-layer pixel-vertex detetor, surrounded bya system of strip and pixel detetors and a large volume time projetion hamber.The trak �nding eÆieny is 99.5% for momenta above 1 GeV and angles downto � = 7Æ, while the transverse momentum resolution is Æ (1=pT) � 2 � 10�5 GeV�1.The SiW eletromagneti alorimeter (ECAL) is highly segmented with a trans-verse ell size of 5 mm � 5 mm and 20 layers. It provides an energy resolution of(16:6�0:1)=pE(GeV)�(1:1�0:1)% for the measurement of eletrons and photons,and also the steel-sintillator hadroni alorimeter is highly granular and optimizedfor Partile Flow reonstrution. The alorimeters are surrounded by a large super-onduting oil, reating an axial magneti �eld of 3.5 Tesla.For the simulation of the ILD, we use the ILD 00 detetor model, as implementedin the Geant4-based Mokka [72{74℄ pakage. We have taken into aount all ativeelements, and also ables, ooling systems, support strutures and dead regions. Wehave used the radiation hard beam alorimeter (BCAL) to rejet forward  eventsat low angles. In partiular the modeling of the response of the BCAL is relevantfor the estimation of the bakground from events with ativity in the very forwardregions. This bakground was estimated by traking eletrons to the BCAL anddetermining the probability of detetion from a map of the expeted energy densityfrom beamstrahlung pairs [75℄.All relevant SM bakgrounds9 and SUSY signal and bakground events are gen-erated using Whizard [70℄, for L = 500 fb�1 and (Pe�; Pe+) = (0:8;�0:6). The9We onsider the �nal states listed in Tab. 5.12



initial seletion no signi�ant ativity in BCALnumber of all traks Ntraks � 7lepton seletion `+`� pair with ` = e; �j os �j < 0:99, min. energy E > 3 GeVlower energeti ` with E < 18 GeV, orhigher energeti ` with E > 38 GeVhigher energeti ` with E 2 [15; 150℄ GeV�aop > 0:2�, �aol > 0:2��nal preseletion pmissT > 20 GeVEvis < 150 GeVm`` < 55 GeVTable 4: Preseletion uts, see Se. 4.2 for details.Whizard generator provides an ISR struture funtion that resums leading soft andollinear logarithms, and hard-ollinear terms up to the third order [76℄. The beam-strahlung is simulated using the Cire pakage [77℄. After the detetor simulationthe events are reonstruted with MarlinReo [78℄. We have used the Partile Flowonept, as it is implemented in Pandora [79℄.4.2 Bakgrounds and event preseletionIn order to learly measure the CP-violating e�ets in the prodution of neutralinos,we need to have a lean sample of signal events. Otherwise the CP asymmetry wouldbe redued by the CP-even bakgrounds, whih enter in the denominator, see Eq. (6).We therefore apply a number of preseletion uts listed in Tab. 4, to rejet as muhbakground as possible before applying the �nal seletion.4.2.1 Initial seletionFor eÆient eletron and muon identi�ation, we apply the following initial seletionon the traks and lusters reonstruted by the Pandora Partile Flow algorithm:� EECALEtot > 0:6 and Etotptrak > 0:9 for eletrons;� EECALEtot < 0:5 and Etotptrak < 0:3 (0.8) for muons, with energy E > (<) 12 GeV,1010The ut on the ratio of the total alorimeter energy and the trak momentum is relaxed forlow-energeti muons, whih deposit more energy in the alorimeters. This ensures a reasonablyhigh muon identi�ation eÆieny even for low-energeti muons.13



where EECAL is the energy measured in the eletromagneti alorimeter, Etot isthe total measured energy in the alorimeters, and ptrak is the measured trakmomentum in the traking detetors. E is the energy of the Partile Flow objetassigned by Pandora, whih is derived from the trak momentum in ase a trak ispresent or from the deposited energy in the alorimeters. We require no signi�antativity in the BCAL to rejet  events. We selet those events with less than eighttraks11, Ntraks � 7, whih eÆiently removes all sorts of hadroni bakground.4.2.2 Lepton seletionWe require that two of the traks form a pair of opposite-sign same-avor leptons`+`�, with ` = e or �. Only eletrons or muons are seleted with a polar anglej os �j < 0:99 and a minimum energy E > 3 GeV. There is a large ontribution frombeam indued e+e� ! e+e� ! ``e+e� (` = e; �; �) bakground events12 [71, 75℄.The two outgoing beam eletrons are high-energeti with a small sattering angle,while the rest of the event forms a system of low energy and mass. If the beamremnants esape lose to the beam pipe, and annot be rejeted by a low angle veto,the missing transverse momentum of the event is limited, suh that the remainingleptons are almost bak-to-bak in the transverse projetion (T). Thus, we apply aut on their aoplanarity angle�aop > 0:2� with �aop = � � aros� pT̀+ � pT̀�jpT̀+j jpT̀�j� ; (19)where �aop = 0 for bak-to-bak (180Æ) events. Eletrons or muons from  indued�� events usually have energies below 10 GeV and an therefore be suppressed byexploiting that the far leptons from SUSY signal deays usually have higher energies.To do this and to selet the signal lepton pairs `+`� from the neutralino ~�02;3 deays,we �rst use their energy distributions, see Fig. 3. We keep events where eitherthe lower energeti lepton has E < 18 GeV, or the higher energeti lepton hasE > 38 GeV. In addition the higher energeti lepton is required to have an energyE 2 [15; 150℄ GeV. Sine the signal lepton pairs `+`� originate from the same parentneutralino, they follow its diretion in �rst approximation. The lepton pairs fromSM deay proesses, and also from slepton pair deays, tend to be more bak-to-bak, sine the leptons originate from di�erent mother partiles. We therefore applya ut on the aollinearity angle between the leptons�aol > 0:2� with �aol = � � aros� p`+ � p`�jp`+j jp`�j� : (20)11Although we expet to have only two isolated leptons in our signal events, we do not tightenthis ut to avoid removing signal events due to overlaid  events.12In this study we only onsider the lass of  bakground events where both photons from thee+ and e� beam interat via a virtual fermion. Interations where the photon utuates into avetor-meson or where the photon is highly virtual and the interation is best desribed as deep in-elasti eletron sattering on a vetor-meson are not onsidered. Sine their transverse momentumdistributions are narrower, it is less likely that they ontribute to the overall bakground [75,80℄.14
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(b)Figure 4: (a) Missing transverse momentum pmissT distribution of SM bakground,SUSY bakground and SUSY signal after the lepton seletion, see Se. 4.2.2. (b)Invariant mass m`` distribution of the lepton pair after all preseletion uts exeptthe ut on m``. The events are simulated for L = 500 fb�1, beam polarization(Pe�; Pe+) = (0:8;�0:6) at ps = 500 GeV, and MSSM parameters for our benh-mark senario, Tab. 1.4.2.3 Final preseletionIn Fig. 4(a), we show the missing transverse momentum, pmissT , distribution of the SMbakground, the SUSY bakground, and the SUSY signal after the lepton seletion.The pmissT is alulated to balane out the sum of all reonstruted transverse partilemomenta in an event. Our signal neutralinos ~�02;3, but also the bakground sleptons,deay into the lightest neutralino, whih esapes detetion, thus giving signatureswith high pmissT . However, most bakground lepton pairs from beam indued events have a transverse momentum typially below 10 GeV, and are removed bythe ut pmissT > 20 GeV.13 Due to the esaping neutralinos, we also expet a limitedtotal visible energy Evis in the signal events, and we apply the ut Evis < 150 GeV.The visible energy is alulated as the sum of all reonstruted partile energies.Finally we apply a ut m`` < 55 GeV on the invariant mass of the lepton pair, seethe distribution in Fig. 4(b), after all preseletion uts, exept the ut on m``. Thesignal lepton pair from ~�03 (~�02) deays has a sharp endpoint at 51 GeV (22 GeV),whih is also exploited for mass measurements [81{83℄. The invariant mass utalso removes SM bakgrounds from ZZ and WW prodution. In Fig. 4(b), we ansee the invariant mass peak of one of the Z bosons deaying into two eletrons ormuons, while the other deays into a neutrino pair. The WW events ontribute tothe bakground if they either both deay diretly into same-avor leptons, or if oneof them deays into a � , whih in turn an omplete the same-avor lepton pair inthe event by its subsequent deay.The number of remaining events after the lepton seletion and the entire event13The spike in the 3rd bin of the pmissT distribution in Fig. 4(a) is due to 4  ! `` events thathave a high event weight. Due to limited CPU time and the large ross setion of these events, itis not possible to simulate an event sample orresponding to L = 500 fb�1. The �nal preseletionuts are hosen suh that this remaining high ross setion bakground is safely removed.15



lass �nal state after lepton seletion after preseletionsignal ~�01 ~�02 ! ~�01 ~�01`` (` 6= �) 31543 28039~�01 ~�03 ! ~�01 ~�01`` (` 6= �) 49084 45966SUSY ~̀~̀! ~�01 ~�01`` (` 6= �) 108302 34223~�01 ~�01�� 5147 4076~�01 ~�01``�� 681 528SM ``�� 8241 1196�� 13017 360`` (` 6= �) 24113 0qq 1380 0 917355 272Table 5: Number of seleted events after lepton seletion and �nal preseletion, forL = 500 fb�1, (Pe�; Pe+) = (0:8;�0:6) at ps = 500 GeV. The MSSM parametersare given in Tab. 1.preseletion is listed in Tab. 5. The most severe remaining SM bakground stemsfrom WW and ZZ prodution, while the slepton pair prodution is the dominantSUSY bakground. The di�erene in the numbers of seleted ~�02 and ~�03 deays is dueto di�erent ross setions times branhing ratios, see Tab. 2, and due to a reduedmuon identi�ation eÆieny at low muon momenta, whih redues the eÆienyfor the seletion of ~�02 deays.4.3 Signal identi�ation with kinemati event seletionIn order to measure our CP asymmetry from the preseleted events, we now applythe kinemati seletion proedure, whih we have desribed for the signal in Se. 3,and for the WW and ~̀~̀ bakgrounds in App. A. The kinemati seletion allows usnot only to redue the remaining SUSY bakground from slepton pair prodution,but also to distinguish the lepton pairs whih stem from ~�01 ~�02 or ~�01 ~�03 produtionand deay. This will be essential, sine in our benhmark senario, Tab. 1, theorresponding CP asymmetries have roughly equal size, but opposite sign, see Fig. 2.For eah preseleted lepton pair, we require that it exlusively solves only oneof the systems of equations, as disussed in Se. 3.2. We rejet all other eventsthat solve more than one system of equations. In Tab. 4.3, we list the number ofpreseleted events that ful�ll this requirement. For the lepton pairs oming from~�01 ~�02 deays, the �nal signal seletion eÆieny is 29%, and the total bakgroundontamination of the seleted sample is about 8%. Lepton pairs from ~�01 ~�03 deaysreah a signal seletion eÆieny of 27%, while the total bakground ontaminationof the seleted sample is about 16%. 16



lass only ~�01 ~�02 only ~�01 ~�03 only ~̀+R ~̀�R only W+W�~�01 ~�02 ! ~�01 ~�01`` (` 6= �) 18343 615 51 855~�01 ~�03 ! ~�01 ~�01`` (` 6= �) 290 20132 372 635all SUSY bakground 1153 3055 5626 951all SM bakground 87 256 44 81purity 92% 84% { {eÆieny 29% 27% { {Table 6: Number of preseleted events from Tab. 5, that ful�ll the requirements ofthe kinemati seletion proedure, disussed in Se. 4.3.4.4 Measurement of the CP asymmetriesThe CP asymmetries, Eq. (6), an now be alulated as the di�erene between thenumber of events N+ and N�, with the triple produt T > 0 or T < 0, respetively,A(T ) = N+ �N�N+ +N� : (21)We obtain A(pe�;p`+N ;p`�F )~�01 ~�02 = �10:2� 1:0%; (22)A(pe�;p`�N ;p`+F )~�01 ~�02 = +10:7� 1:0%; (23)A(pe�;p`+N ;p`�F )~�01 ~�03 = +9:3� 1:0%; (24)A(pe�;p`�N ;p`+F )~�01 ~�03 = �8:8� 1:0%; (25)with the statistial unertainty [84℄Æ(A)stat = r1�A2N ; (26)and the total number of events N = N++N�. Exhanging the near and far leptonsgives, within the unertainties, the same size of the asymmetry but with oppositesign, see Eq. (7). However, the values of the asymmetries are di�erent from thetheoretial values, see Tab. 2, whih is mainly due to:1. CP-even bakground events anel in the numerator, but ontribute to thedenominator in Eq. (21).2. Events are removed by the experimental seletion uts and by the kinematiseletion proedure, whih an bias the measured asymmetry.CP-even bakgrounds shift the asymmetry to slightly lower values, whereas the se-letion uts have the opposite e�et. If we assume that the bakground ontributions17
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as in Ref. [84℄, sine no detailed analysis has been done for our parameter point.However, these unertainties are rather onservative, sine we expet that in oursenario a similar preision an be ahieved as in [88℄. In ase of the ross setions,the unertainty is dominated by the statistial unertainty,��� = pS +BS ; (32)where S and B are the signal and bakground ontributions, respetively; see Tab. 5.Sine experimentally the number of events is reorded, not the ross setion itself,we have to take into aount branhing ratios for the relevant deays. These willdepend on the masses and, in ase of staus, on the stau mixing angle, os �~� . Thestau mixing angle an be obtained from � polarization measurements in stau pairprodution [75℄, with an auray of 5% [89{91℄.After our proedure of the kinemati event seletion, see Se. 4.3, to disentangleontributions from ~�01 ~�02 and ~�01 ~�03 prodution and deay, the bakground ontribu-tions are below 15%. The small unertainties in the beam polarizations of 0:5% [56℄,in the luminosity, and in the SUSY masses are negligible, see also Ref. [81{83℄. Forthe CP asymmetries, we have estimated relative unertainties of the order of 10% inSe. 4.4. For the �t we take into aount a bias due to uts on the asymmetry de-rived from the MC simulation, as desribed in Se. 4.4. Thus, the analytial value ofthe asymmetry, given in Tab. 2, is shifted aordingly. Furthermore, we use Eq. (8)to alulate the measured value of the asymmetry, whih is free of FSI e�ets. Insummary, we have the following set of input observables and unertainties:m~�01 = 117:3� 0:2 GeV;m~�02 = 168:5� 0:5 GeV;m~�03 = 180:8� 0:5 GeV;�(~�01 ~�02)� BR(~�02 ! ~̀R`) = 130:9� 1:4 fb;�(~�01 ~�03)� BR(~�03 ! ~̀R`) = 155:7� 1:6 fb;�(~�02 ~�02)� BR(~�02 ! ~̀R`)2 = 4:8� 0:3 fb;�(~�03 ~�03)� BR(~�03 ! ~̀R`)2 = 26:3� 0:7 fb;�(~�02 ~�03)� BR(~�02 ! ~̀R`)� BR(~�03 ! ~̀R`) = 28:9� 0:7 fb;ACP(pe�;p`N ;p`F )~�01 ~�02 = +11:3%� 0:7%;ACP(pe�;p`N ;p`F )~�01 ~�03 = �10:9%� 0:7%:The unertainties for the ross setions orrespond to an integrated luminosity ofL = 500 fb�1. We perform a six dimensional �2 �t using Minuit [92, 93℄�2 =Xi ����Oi � �OiÆOi ����2 ; (33)where the sum runs over the input observables Oi mentioned above, with theirorresponding experimental unertainties ÆOi. The theoretial values alulatedusing the �tted MSSM parameters, Eq. (31), are denoted by �Oi. The parameter19



dependene of branhing ratios (e.g. the stau mixing angle) is also inluded in the�t, but has negligible impat. We then obtain the following �tted values for theMSSM parameters: jM1j = 150:0� 0:7 GeV;M2 = 300� 5 GeV;j�j = 165:0� 0:3 GeV;tan � = 10:0� 1:6;�1 = 0:63� 0:05;�� = 0:0� 0:2:The best estimates are obtained for the jM1j and j�j mass parameters, sine theneutralino states ~�01, ~�02, and ~�03 are mostly omposed of bino and Higgsino. Thefourth neutralino is heavy and annot be measured, so the limit on the wino massM2 is not as good. Also a rather large unertainty is obtained for tan �. However,if additional measurements from other setors will be added, it should be improvedsigni�antly. We note that the preision obtained in this study is similar to theresults of Ref. [83℄, whih uses a similar set of observables.14It is remarkable that the moduli of the phases �1 and �� an also be determinedwith high preision, using the CP-even observables alone. However, only an inlu-sion of CP-odd asymmetries in the �t allows us to resolve the sign ambiguities ofthe phases. Without the CP-odd asymmetries in the �t we would have a twofoldambiguity, �1 = �0:6, and even fourfold if �� 6= 0. Thus, the triple produt asym-metries are not only a diret test of CP violation, but are also essential to determinethe orret values of the phases.6 Summary and onlusionsWe have presented the �rst full detetor simulation study to measure SUSY CPphases at the ILC. We have onsidered CP-sensitive triple-produt asymmetries inneutralino prodution e+e� ! ~�0i ~�01 and the subsequent leptoni two-body deayhain ~�0i ! ~̀R`, ~̀R ! ~�01`, for ` = e; �. Large asymmetries typially arise due tostrong neutralino mixing. This auses on the one side that asymmetries for ~�01 ~�02and ~�01 ~�03 prodution have about the same size but opposite sign. On the other sidethe strong mixing implies two lose-in-mass neutralino states, that an have a massseparation of the order of 10 GeV. This quasi-degeneray would potentially pose aproblem for the separation of both signal omponents.Therefore we have developed a kinemati seletion method, to identify the leptonpairs from the signal events. At the Monte Carlo level, we have shown that this14The high preision ahieved in the �t alls for the inlusion of higher order orretions whihan be in the O(20%) regime in the neutralino system, see e.g. [94, 95℄. These orretions will inturn depend on the full parameter set of the MSSM. Therefore, the proper treatment would requirethe inlusion of observables from other setors, in partiular from the third generation of squarks,f. Ref. [96, 97℄. This issue is beyond the sope of this paper, however, it should stimulate furtherstudies. 20



method allows one to separate the leptons from the two signal proesses ~�01 ~�02 and~�01 ~�03, and also to redue the major SM and SUSY bakgrounds, in partiular fromW -pair and slepton-pair prodution.Then we have performed a detailed ase study, whih inludes a full ILD detetorsimulation and event reonstrution. A detailed ut ow analysis has been done topreselet leptoni event andidates, whih then have been passed to our methodof kinemati seletion. Even after the detetor simulation, our method has workedeÆiently to redue bakground and separate the signal. After the full simulationwith kinemati seletion, the eÆienies of signal event seletion is of the order of27% with a purity of about 90% of the event samples. That allows one to measurethe asymmetry with a relative preision of about 10%. Our method of kinematievent reonstrution also works well in senarios with di�erent mass splittings of theneutralinos and the seletron. In the worst ase senario we found that the eÆienywill go down to some 10%, but still with a high purity of the orretly identi�edsignal sample of the order of 90%.We have performed a global �t of the neutralino masses, ross setions, and CPasymmetries to reonstrut the MSSM parameters of the neutralino setor, inludingthe CP phases. The relative unertainties of the parameters jM1j and j�j are below1%, those for M2 about 1%, and for tan � and the CP phases �1, �� about 10%.Although the moduli of the phases �1, �� an also be determined by using the CP-even observables alone, we have shown that only an inlusion of CP-odd asymmetriesin the �t allows us to resolve the sign ambiguities of the phases.To summarize, we have shown that a measurement of the neutralino setor seemsto be feasible, inluding CP phases. In partiular the triple produt asymmetriesare not only a diret test of CP violation, but are also essential to determine theorret values of the phases in the neutralino setor.AknowledgmentsWe would like to thank Steve Aplin, Mikael Berggren, Jan Engels, Frank Gaede,Nina Herder, Jenny List, and Mark Thomson for useful disussions and help withthe detetor simulations. This work was supported by MICINN projet FPA.2006-05294 and CPAN. We aknowledge the support of the DFG through the SFB (grantSFB 676/1-2006).A Reonstrution of W and ~̀ pair produtionWe onsider a template proesse+ + e� ! A+ �A ! `+ �̀+B +B; (A.1)where (A;B) = (~̀; ~�01) or (W; �). In both ases B = ~�01 or � esapes detetion.Sine the system of the lepton pair has to obey di�erent kinemati onstraints, we21



onsider the question, whether the �nal lepton pair an be assigned to its motherprodution proess, if the lepton momenta are measured, and the slepton and LSPmasses are known. We follow losely Ref. [69℄, and de�ne the notation1 � pA � p` = 12(m2B �m2A + E`ps); (A.2)2 � pA � p�̀ = �12(m2B �m2A + E�̀ps); (A.3)b2 � pA � pA = s4 �m2A; (A.4)a11 � p` � p`; a12 � p` � p�̀; a22 � p�̀ � p�̀: (A.5)The momentum pA an be deomposed into the �nal lepton momentapA = t1 p` + t2 p�̀+ y p?; (A.6)where p? = p` � p�̀. The expansion oeÆients follow from Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3)����� 1 = t1a11 + t2a122 = t1a12 + t2a22 ����� ) �������� t1 = a221 � a122a11a22 � a212t1 = a112 � a121a11a22 � a212 �������� : (A.7)We �nally obtain, from Eqs. (A.4) and (A.7),b2 = (t21a11 + 2t1t2a12 + t22a22) + y2jp?j2; (A.8)) y2 = b2 � (t21a11 + 2t1t2a12 + t22a22)jp?j2 : (A.9)The equation for y onstitutes a ondition for existene of physial solutions of thesystem, i.e. y2 � 0, where y2 is omputed from the kinemati variables s, mA, mB,E`, E�̀, and p` � p�̀. Similar to neutralino pair prodution, Se. 3.1, Eq. (16), thereremains a twofold ambiguity in solving the W or ~̀ system, y = �py2.B Neutralino mixingThe omplex symmetri mass matrix of the neutralinos in the photino, zino, Higgsinobasis (~; ~Z; ~H0a ; ~H0b ), is given by [66℄M�0 = 0BB� M2 s2W +M1 2W (M2 �M1) sW W 0 0(M2 �M1) sW W M2 2W +M1 s2W mZ 00 mZ � s2� �� 2�0 0 �� 2� �� s2� 1CCA ; (B.1)with the short hand notation for the angles sW = sin �W , W = os �W , and s2� =sin(2�), 2� = os(2�), and the SU(2) gaugino mass parameter M2. The phases ofthe omplex parameters M1 = jM1jei�1 and � = j�jei�� an lead to CP-violating22
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